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One of the most depressing realities of modern life is the regularity with which deadly attacks are

carried out in the name of Islam. Almost as depressing are the invariable reassurances by Western

political leaders and media elites that these acts of violence had Ã¢â‚¬Å“nothing to do with

IslamÃ¢â‚¬Â•. Yet, niggling doubts remain. Why, if Islam is indeed a Ã¢â‚¬Å“religion of

peaceÃ¢â‚¬Â•, do these attacks keep coming? Why are the vast majority of acts of terror in our

world today carried out by people steeped in the teachings of the QurÃ¢â‚¬â„¢an? With his new

book, Ã¢â‚¬Å“Nothing to do with IslamÃ¢â‚¬Â•? - Investigating the WestÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Most

Dangerous Blind Spot, Peter Townsend (author of the highly acclaimed Questioning Islam - Tough

Questions and Honest Answers about the Muslim Religion) examines the evidence as far as the

possible link between Islam and violence is concerned. He does this by carefully analyzing the

foundational texts of Islam (most notably the QurÃ¢â‚¬â„¢an and traditions), as well as the

canonical set of stock responses whenever such a link is asserted. The question whether Islam

promotes violence could very well be one of the most important questions ever faced by Western

civilization. It deserves more attention and analysis than a few glib sound bites. Nothing to do with

Islam? provides you with the opportunity to examine this question from all angles and come to your

own conclusions.
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A truly magnificent book, both in its depth and accuracy. Did 9/11 have nothing to do with Islam?

The Charlie Hebdo Attacks? The Brussels attacks? The Paris Attacks? The London Bombings? The

Madrid Bombings? The San Bernardino Attacks? I can go on and on and on...the attacks are

endless because Jihad is a doctrine of Islam. Nothing to Do with Islam is the missing ingredient so

many illiberal apologists for Islam have been waiting for. What you teach people matters, what you

believe to be the world of God matters. The Quran, The Hadith, and The Prophet Muhammad all

endorsed Jihad against non-Muslims, and so we have Jihad. It really is that simple. Until more

moderate Muslims and so-called liberals insist that Mosques, Imams, Muslim religious and political

leaders not only denounce the acts of terrorism, but the words that inspire them, we will continue to

lose the battle of ideas and the battle for our lives, way of life, and civilization. Nothing to Do with

Islam? Read this book and then tell me with a clear conscience Jihad has nothing to do with Islam

Very good book detailing Islam in a way that many people around the world will find shocking. The

book has 349 references so you can go to the authors sources and read them for yourself. I have

read many books about Islam and this one is one of the best. Everyone should learn about Islam to

help them understand what is going on around the world and why it is happening.

Knowledge is power. Remaining in the dark about the fundamentals of the Muslim faith and the

stated mission to rule the world is the root cause for the brazen advances made by Islamists is the

West including right here in the United States.

great book, easy to read, easy to understand.

Thank you for your insight. This is a must read even for Muslims. For Obama as well for this book

clearly shows that Jihad is a part of Islam.

This should be required reading. So incredibly eye opening.



Very understandable,purchase a Qur'an to verify.Then let's push back.

If you really want to get a basic education on this topic, read this book.
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